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Custodial Death: The Legal Murder
AFRIN KALWATAR1

ABSTRACT
Custodial Death is one of the worst crimes in a civilized society governed by the rule of
law. Does a citizen shed of his fundamental right to life, the moment a policeman arrests
him? Can a right to life of a citizen be put in abeyance on his arrest? The answer indeed
has to be An empathetic “No”. -Supreme Court in D.K. Basu v. the State of West Bengal
AIR 1997 SC610. “If I can love myself despite of my infinite faults, how can I hate anyone
at the glimpse of few faults”? Alexander the Great“. The word custody itself points to
guardianship and protective care. Even if it indicates to arrest or incarceration. No
civilized law supports custodial cruelty – an inhuman trait that springs out of an evil desire
to cause suffering when there is no possibility of any retaliation; a senseless demonstration
of superiority and physical power over the one who is overpowered or a collective
indignation of sanctimonious thinking .In the civilized society, governed by the rule of law,
custodial crime is one of the worst crimes and poses a serious threat to a tidy civilized
society. Torture in custody scorns the basic rights of the citizens and is an aspersion to
human dignity

I. INTRODUCTION
In India where rule of law is trademark in each and every action and right to life and opportunity
is esteemed essential right decorating most important spot among immensely critical
fundamental rights, events of torture and using third degree systems upon suspects during
unlawful restriction and police remand extends a slur on the very plan of association.
Custodial torture is commonly held as maybe the cruelest kind of disavowal of fundamental
opportunities. The Constitution of India, the Supreme Court, the National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) and the United Nations disallow it. Nevertheless, the police the country
over restrict these establishments. In like manner, there is a need to locate some sort of
agreement between the individual regular freedoms and social interests in doing combating bad
behavior by using a commonsense approach
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Prison torture is the affirmation of the failure to do value to prisoners having regular freedoms.
For a prisoner, all basic rights are an enforceable reality restricted by the truth of confinement.
Fundamentally communicated, the end of a person in guardianship whether of the Police or
Judicial will indicate Custodial Death. The figures of NHRC show an aggregate of 894
passing's in lawful guardianship
The letter, set apart by the joint recorder) of the National Human Rights Commission,
communicated that Uttar Pradesh drives the chart of passing's in lawful guardianship by an
important edge, with 204 passing's recorded in the period between 1 January 2017 and 2
August, 2017. The state was followed by Punjab with 76 passings and Bihar with 64 passing's
.Needless to express, a colossal number of custodial violence scenes go unreported. Arun
Shourie once viewed: The losses were continually poor. A couple of them pulled in on no
legitimate charges in any way shape or form. To be sure, even by virtue of individuals who
were caught, in an overwhelmingly gigantic number of cases they were completely accused for
irrelevant offenses n reality, the losses of custodial viciousness are people from poor and in
switch portions of the overall population with negligible political or cash related impact to back
them. Singular scorn, station and political considerations and once in a while financial
preferences become critical thoughts for custodial passings instead of assessment of cases.
Judicial Custody death
A death in custody is a death of an individual in the custody of the police, different specialists
or in jail. In the 21st century, death in custody stays a questionable subject, with the specialists
regularly being blamed for misuse, disregard, prejudice and smoke screens of the reasons for
these deaths. India has consistently seen the essential thing privileges of the detainees being
broken and the utilization of compulsion and torment to take the great explanation, and what
great does it serve when the announcement made to the police apparatus isn't allowable before
the judicial mainstay of vote based system, ever pondered why?.The police organization is
consistently
Reprimanded for custodial deaths, torment, and the utilization of unlawful methods during the
examinations. Its legitimate legitimacy is till date a disputable issue and is constantly bantered
as the famous retributive-hindrance theory has approved this barbarity.
In Vetrimaaran's Visaranai, four Tamil transient laborers are gotten, beaten and tormented by
police in Guntur for a wrongdoing they didn't resolve to close a prominent case, approaching
under tension from the high-ups. Isn't this how most cases get shut in our nation?
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The film is an incredible, firm interpretation of the upsetting truth of police mercilessness,
power governmental issues, and station and religion-based segregation. The film depends on a
personal novel Lock Up by M. Chandrakumar , a Tamil auto-cart driver, who alongside his
companions was gotten and tormented by police for a wrongdoing he didn't submit and made
due to recount the story. Visaranai was likewise chosen as India's legitimate section to the
Oscars in 2016 2.
On June 19, P. Jeyaraj (58), and his child Bennix (38), were captured for supposedly abusing
the lockdown rules of the state by keeping their store open past the permitted hours in Tamil
Nadu. After two days they passed on of police mercilessness. The developing shock via webbased media over the deaths of Jeyaraj and Fenix put a gigantic focus on custodial deaths.
Referring to the wounds over their bodies and the judicial judge's report, the Madras high court
gave the green sign to an examination against the cops who were included. Up until this point,
a homicide case has been enlisted and five police officers have been arrested

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To comprehend and investigate the current pattern in the quickly expanding paces of
Custodial Violence and Deaths in India.
2. To study the techniques for torment actuated on over the people in question, its repercussions
genuinely and mentally.
3. To figure techniques and measures for battling the deplorable impacts of custodial
viciousness.

III. METHODOLOGY
The current paper centers on the part of police as watchman of codes of methods and about
their function in spurning their agreeable working. Here the cases from different paper sources
and casualty just as cultural response towards it have been watched intently and focused as the
cemented components for this work.
Apparatuses and Techniques:
The current work is fundamentally founded on data and factual data secured from dependable
sources, for example, public wrongdoing reports, NHRC reports and other substance
subsidiaries like diaries, books, paper articles/publications, web surveys/studies and so forth,
the substance from every one of these sources were definitely inspected and contrasted with
concluded to the ideal answers from the accessible channel.
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IV. CUSTODIAL VIOLENCE
Custodial brutality, is maybe one of the most exceedingly awful violations in an edified society
involves worry for some reasons. Custodial savagery, remembering torment and death for the
lock-ups, strikes weighty blow at the standard of law which requests that the forces of leader
will not exclusively be gotten from law , additionally that they ought to be restricted by law.
The law of capture anticipates both individual rights and the states' aggregate duty towards the
general public. In many situations it turns into a test to find some kind of harmony between
both. Straightforwardness of activity and responsibility are two potential defend to forestall
any maltreatment of capacity to capture a resident. Custodial brutality extensively incorporates
custodial deaths, torment and according to the new pattern in the wrongdoing design even
custodial assaults. Custodial Violence in India is far and wide, unaccounted for and once in a
while arraigned. It adds to the condition of insurgency and disorder in numerous pieces of the
nation. Viciousness is utilized as a modest and simple technique for examination and
furthermore as a device for persecution. It is just about an unwritten understanding that when
an official asks his subordinates to 'altogether investigate a suspect' it would essentially signify
'torment'. On account of D. K Basu V State of West Bengal, the most elevated collection of
equity, the Supreme Court had unmistakably expressed that, "Custodial torment is a stripped
infringement of human pride. The circumstance is disturbed when viciousness happens inside
the four dividers of a police headquarters by the individuals who should secure residents",
likewise paying thought to the repetitiveness of police task in yielding command over its
common populace.
Human Dignity is the most elevated type of crucial right regarded even by our generally
amazing and esteemed resolution book, the Indian Constitution. At the point when an
individual is taken under custody it implies that he/she turns into the lawful property of the
state which likewise implies the state and its preachers become their legitimate gatekeepers and
every one of its establishments are available to them to condemn them just as watchman them.
Yet, state custody has become so disturbing that the general public feelings of dread co-activity
and even the idea of police and police headquarters.
Deaths in judicial custody
The report takes note of that 1,671 detainees have passed on in 2017 while they were in judicial
custody. These deaths in correctional facilities have been extensively ordered into common
deaths (1,494) and unnatural deaths (133). The normal deaths classification incorporates those
by sickness (1,373) or maturing (121). 348 of these deaths were from coronary illness, while
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164 were from some kind of lung infirmity. At any rate 85 of the normal deaths were brought
about by the detainee getting tuberculosis.
The unnatural deaths have been sub-sorted into, for example, self destruction (109), incidental
deaths (9), murder by individual prisoners (5), deaths because of attack by outside components
(5) and a catch-all "others" (3). The quantity of unnatural deaths in penitentiaries has expanded
by 15.7 percent from 115 out of 2015.
During 2017, Uttar Pradesh has revealed the most noteworthy number of deaths by
characteristic causes at 386. The state is trailed by Punjab (131) and Maharashtra (111).
Deaths in police custody
The "Wrongdoing in India" contains an extraordinary section that identifies custodial violations
detailed in the nation in 2017.
A sum of 100 people passed on in police custody that year, with Andhra Pradesh having the
most noteworthy number at 27. The most widely recognized explanation announced for
custodial death in 2017 was self destruction (37) trailed by death in sickness/emergency clinic
during treatment
The Times of India noted that 106 people have lost their lives in Maharashtra in police custody
within the four-year period between 2013 and 2017. It was followed by Andhra Pradesh (65),
Gujarat (51), Tamil Nadu (38) and Telangana (12). In 47 of the 106 incidents from
Maharashtra, a magisterial or judicial inquiry had been initiated. In 14 of the 106, cases had
been registered, and in 19 of them, charge sheets had been filed. None of the seven union
territories reported any deaths in police custody in 2017.
The report further classified certain incidences as human rights violation while showing
statistics as to those cases registered against police officers. These include: encounter killing,
deaths in custody, illegal detention, torture/causing hurt/injury, extortion, and “other”.
No state police personnel has been convicted for any reported deaths in custody in 2017.
Out of the 56 registered cases of human rights violations by the police in 2017, only half of the
cases (29) get charge sheets, only half of those get investigated to completion (14) and only a
fifth of those have gotten convictions (3). The probability of a registered case amounting to a
conviction was, thus, 1 in 18.
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V. ROLE OF LAW
The undue use of power and authority has been rampant in the pretext of suspicion and
investigation. As per Section 51 of the CrPC every person arrested has the right to know the
reasons for his arrest and have a counsel. And most importantly warrant is to be issued to arrest
a person excepting in certain few cases where a warrant is not required as per Section 41 of the
CrPC, but in most instances the police in the pretext of suspicion and procuring aid for further
investigation has been throwing people behind bars without even securing the bases for their
suspicion. Police frequently fail to produce suspects before a magistrate within 24 hours, and
do not permit suspects to inform their families of their detention or consult an attorney. Police
interviewed by Human Rights Watch say they do not abide by these legal requirements because
24 hours is insufficient time to gather information from the suspect.
The mere humiliation and trauma of being locked up in jails for a few hours instigates people
to kill themselves. The witnesses have also been put to sever torture of the worst kind with a
view to extract information, even though the CrPC provides that only a Judicial magistrate has
the authority to record confessions and statements coming out of his own will in and in any
case if the person refuses his will in his confessions then the magistrate shall not authorize his
detention in police custody as stated in section 164 of the CrPC.
The Law Commission of India has noted that domestic law confers “a vast, sometimes absolute
and on some other occasions, an unguided and arbitrary power of arrest upon police
officers.”(Amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code in 2008 that reduce police authority to
make warrant less arrests are not yet in force.) Several studies have shown that many police
abuse this power, arresting suspects without sufficient evidence and detaining them without
sufficient due process. A large number of reported cases of torture and custodial death are a
result of attempts to extract a confession relating to theft or other petty offences. This implies
that suspects belonging to the lower economic and social strata are particularly vulnerable.

VI. METHODS OF TORTURE
Most common methods of torture applied are:
Prolonged solitary confinement, Solitary confinement coupled with coercive and harsh
treatment, Physical assault with or without marks of violence, Overcrowding of an outrageous
nature in rooms reaching to the extent of intermingling persons under custody with mentally
ill persons or with sexual offenders or with opposite sex or with sadistic senior students,
Outraging the modesty of women under custody, Torture of children in front of parents and
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vice versa, Lack of sanitation. With this degree of ill-treatment it is not only the guilty who
confesses but even an innocent would succumb

VII. EFFECTS OF CUSTODIAL VIOLENCE
As torture continues a perverted intimate relationship develops between the victim and the
torturer leading to a feeling of dependence, helplessness, fear and finally to the breakdown of
any vestige of resistance on the part of the victim. This process is aptly named as
“DEMOLITION.” Confessions are made at this stage. Some prefer death and find some way
to it before this stage. Few are killed accidentally or deliberately and afterwards disposed off.
Even if they are freed from the torture the aftermath and the repercussions are tremendous
physically as well as psychologically it definitely would vary from person to person and the
methods adopted. Depending upon the methods used external marks of violence may be absent
in comparison to internal injuries. Certain techniques may not show external scars but the
internal damage may be sever and to the vital organs. Certain psychological reactions noted by
mental health experts were Post traumatic stress disorder characterized by re-experience of the
trauma, flashbacks, emotional numbness, avoidance of contact with the outer world with the
fear of revoking the past and major depression characterized by low mood, loss of interest and
suicidal tendencies.
20 Cases where violation of Article 21 involving custodial death or torture is established
incontrovertible stand on a different footing when compared to cases where such violation is
doubtful or not established. Where there is no independent evidence of custodial torture and
where there is neither medical evidence about any injury or disability, resulting from custodial
torture, nor any mark/scar, it may not be prudent to accept claims of human right violation, by
persons having criminal records in a routine manner for awarding compensation. That may
open the floodgates for false claims, either to mulct money from the State or as to prevent or
thwart further investigation. Courts should, therefore, while jealously protecting the
fundamental rights of those who are illegally detained or subjected to custodial violence should
also stand guard against false, motivated and frivolous claims in the interests of the society and
to enable Police to discharge their duties fearlessly and effectively. While custodial torture is
not infrequent, it should be borne in mind that every arrest and detention does not lead
to custodial torture.
In the case of Neelabati Behera alias Lalita Behera Vs. State of Orissa and Ors.32, the Apex
Court has observed that the award of compensation in public law proceedings the object of
which is different from compensation in private tort law and action. In case of violation of
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fundamental right by the State's instrumentalities or servants, Court can direct the State to pay
compensation to the victim or his heir by way of 'monetary amends' and redressed. In the said
case, the mother of the victim had filed a petition alleging death of his son aged 22 years in
police custody in violation of Article 21 and, thus, had claimed compensation for
the custodial death which was established

VIII. CONCLUSION
In my study most common cause of the custodial death is natural cause and this may occur due
to the various factors like poor nutritional status, old age, lack of good health facilities, poor
hygiene, overcrowding in jails etc.
2 most common cause of custodial death in my study is unnatural death due to various causes
which may occur due to improper care, torture during enquiry, arrest in cases of false allegation,
political interference etc.
*****
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